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SUFTAJAH

RESOLUTION

The SAC had discussed this issue in a series of meetings and made a resolution
to permit this concept as a way of risk management in the Islamic capital
market. The features of this product do not contradict the Shariah principles
and benefit both parties, the creditor and debtor.

INTRODUCTION

The word suftajah originated from the Persian language and has been adopted
by the Arabs. It means a document written by a person to his representative
or debtor instructing him to pay a certain sum of money to his creditor.
There is little difference between its meaning in Arabic and its Islamic
jurisprudence terminology, which is a credit instrument in the form of financial
notes given to someone to enable the creditor to use it at another
predetermined venue. The benefits given by the debtor using this method
are from a risk management aspect. A creditor does not run the risk of
losing money during his journey as he is only carrying suftajah notes.73

Among the applications of suftajah in a modern financial world is the process
of money transfer, i.e. telegraphic transfer, traveller’s cheque and money
order. In the context of the capital market, it is related to financial notes.

73 Nazih Hammad, Mu`jam al-Musthalahat, p. 154, Sa’di Abu Jaib, Al-Qamus al-Fiqhi, Dar al-Fikr, Damascus,
1988, p. 173. Ibnu ̀ Abidin, Hasyiah Rad al-Mukhtar, vol. 5, p. 350. Al-Dusuqi, Hasyiah al-Dusuqi, vol. 3,
p. 224.
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ARGUMENTS THAT SUPPORT THE PERMISSIBILITY OF
SUFTAJAH

This concept is not new in financial risk management as seen in the writings
of past Islamic jurists. From a study undertaken by the SAC, it was found
that the concept was based on the following:

Athar as Basis

There are many narrations in al-Sunan al-Kubra by al-Baihaqi that showed
that suftajah was practised by the companions of the Prophet s.a.w. and
tabi`in (successors), such as Ali bin Abi Talib, Ibnu Abbas, Abdullah bin Zubair
and Ibnu Sirin.74

Opinions of Past Islamic Jurists

The Islamic jurists held opposing views on permitting suftajah to be used as
a financial instrument because it contains elements of hawalah (debt
assignment contract) and benefit. Generally, their views can be divided into
two:

Views Not Permitting Suftajah

Those who held this view related the concept to elements of riba because of
the increased value in the form of benefit for the creditor. There is a hadith
of the Prophet s.a.w. that prohibited qardh which gives returns to the creditor
in the form of profits. The hadith means:

“Every qardh that benefits the creditor is riba.”

Views Permitting Suftajah

The Maliki Mazhab gave some flexibility in permitting this instrument in daily
dealings, with a condition that dharurah (necessity) must exist whereby

74 Al-Baihaqi, Al-Sunan al-Kubra, vol. 5, p. 352.
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suftajah is used as an instrument to avoid the risk of losing money while
travelling.75

Some jurists of the Hanbali Mazhab, such as Ibnu Taimiyah, Ibnu Qayyim
and Ibnu Qudamah, were of the opinion that the instrument of suftajah
does not contradict Shariah principles because its benefits are enjoyed by
both creditor and debtor.76

75 Al-Dusuqi, Hasyiah al-Dusuqi, vol. 3, p. 225. Al-Khurasyi, Hasyiah al-Kurasyi, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, vol. 4,
p. 141.

76 Ibnu Qayyim, I`lam al-Muwaqqi`in, vol. 1, p. 391. Ibnu Qudamah, Al-Mughni, vol. 4, pp. 390–391.




